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how often do we 

have a say in life? 

Well, not often enough. 





decisions adopted by our 

representives do not reflect the public 

interest











we increasingly feel 

powerless



yet

we have never been 

better positioned to 

improve our communities 

and the world



safer

live longer

richer

healthier









We are spectators.  Not actors.

Consumers. Not citizens. 







troubling

having ‘a say’ in our lives is one of the essential 

elements of well-being

participation in public life has one of the 

greatest effects on long-term happiness







BUT

you are not in control of the proclaimed change 





How to make a difference?



How to make a difference?



Which are the incentives for the progressive 
Prime Minister of a conservative country to 

launch a debate about LGBT rights? 

Why should a (Europe) country not affected by 
migration flows accept to receive asylum 

seekers? 

Why today’s world leaders should accept to limit 
their emissions today to save the planet by 

2050? 



gap

our problem-solving ability 

and

needs as a society. 



less known - yet more promising - way 

to make a difference in public life: 

lobbying



Why lobbying?



unlike actual democracy, 

lobbying works.



unlike actual democracy, 

lobbying is for all.



lobbying is good for democracy



regulation as a ‘top-down’ affaire

regulation as a ‘bottom-up’ affaire







CITIZEN LOBBYING



engage the policy process directly

you influence the elected representatives to 

initiate – or block – a given policy action

be the decision to drill your territory to obtain 

gas, promote LGBT rights, or to initiate a reform 

of the pension system



the goal is to change the game by 

playing by its rules





your talent



Europe needs more Schrems! 









Prof. John                   Activist Jane

+ !! Legal basis ? Subsidiarity

X + - Proportionality?

Aficionado readers: 450 Followers : 1.000.000 

Book of the year 

on Regulation of 

non-

conventional oil

EU Regulation of Fracking



Prof. John’s PhDs



Prof. John’s students



academiaacademia

studentsstudents

NGOsNGOs

Integrated strategic service:

- communication

- advocacy



case selection





‘We are the Ones We’ve 

Been Waiting For’

Dorothy Cotton’s song from the US civil rights 

movement



Project 1: Open Data

“Taking pictures of public art and architecture and posting 

them online is as common today as buying bread. Yet 

copyright law has failed to keep with the times. Clinic 

students set out to bring EU copyright law into the 21st

century.”

If you take a picture of the Eiffel Tower, do you need to get 

permission to post it on online?



Project 2: Air Passenger Rights

“Airlines believe they can get away with punishing 

passengers who fail to show up for one leg of their 

journey (so called “no-shows”) by cancelling all other 

bookings on that journey. Clinic students try to even the 

playing field.”

Should airlines be permitted to penalise passengers who 

miss one leg of their journey?



Project 3: Tobacco Regulation

“Large tobacco companies are willing to pay for laws that 

suit them. Clinic students see if they can use knowledge to 

stand up to power.”

Students work for ASH UK to defend the EU Tobacco Products Directive 2014

Should we allow large tobacco companies to influence EU 

legislation unopposed?



Project 4: Alcohol Regulation

“Alcohol is one of the least regulated products in the EU. 

Compared to tobacco, alcohol marketers operate with free 

reign. Clinic students try to use the EU system to reduce 

aggressive marketing of alcohol products to citizens.”

Students work with a network of academics and NGOs to promote alcohol 

marketing regulation in the EU

Should the EU be playing a more active role in regulating 

alcohol marketing in Europe?



Project 5: Judicial Transparency

“EU Citizens want to know more about the judges of their 

highest court – but the Member States are against that. 

Clinic students see if they can open the door to more 

transparency in the judicial appointments process.”

Students work for Access Info Europe to promote judicial transparency at the 

CJEU

Who are the judges of the highest court in Europe?



rationale(s)

• educational/motivational opportunity

• academic engagement

• reform of legal education

• process-based notion of social justice : 

clinic acts as equalizer of the policy process 

(to be refined) 





Europe needs more Schrems! 


